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Crossing N°56

‘Partie Des Etats Unis N°56’ is a vintage Belgian map, in glorious 

faded colors, that takes us across the American Southeast. This 

map, along with vintage travel gear, was the inspiration for the 2016 

summer collection.

Most of the names will speak for themselves…



Bed linen

The Vineyard Stripe

This bed linen was named after the dreamy location where the collection was photographed. The design is a sage 
and oyster sateen stripe, a follow-up to the Shelter Island collection. The shams are simple, without a flange. The 
collection works beautifully with Santiago and Heritage oyster, as well as the new Memphis and all the oyster 
decorative pillows.

Available as duvet covers, pillow shams/cases and laundry bags (oyster)
100% washed linen

Memphis

Memphis is a new solid sage bed linen collection with a small trim detail. The fabric is the same as the Santiago 
bed linen and will also bring that relaxed ambience to a room. It works alone or can be mixed and matched with 
the Vineyard stripe collection.

The striped trim loop can be found at the foot of the duvet cover and on the pillow sham.

Available as duvet covers and pillow shams/cases
100% washed linen

The louisiana Stripe

This new coverlet with matching shams catches the eye because of the soft but distinct desert color combined 
with oyster. Its heavy weave construction is a combination of a sateen and basket weave which creates a distinctive 
pattern and adds a soft touch to the fabric.

The coverlet consists of two pieces of fabric seamed in the center with raw selvage finish on the sides and seamed 
at the top and bottom. The shams are finished with a zipper closure. The collection combines beautifully with the 
Santiago and Heritage oyster collections.

Available as coverlet with shams and in bags (see accessories)
100% linen 



TaBle & kiTchen linen
The Tennessee Stripe

The horizontal stripes of this oyster and sage table linen collection are a first for Libeco, a welcome change.

The fabric is a sateen construction, similar to the Serengeti collection. The finish is a 2 cm simple hem. This 
collection mixes well with all other oyster table linen items in the Home collection.

Available as table cloths, table runners and napkins
100% linen

alabama

This collection is all about texture – it is the typical slubby linen of times gone by. A plain weave construction and 
a washed finish add to the natural feeling. The three solid colors – natural, oyster and dark sage – are all subtle 
and have a calming element to them. 

The place mats and napkins are finished with a mitered corner and a trim detail. 

Available as placemats and napkins and as pillow covers (see accessories)
Colors: oyster, natural and dark sage
100% washed linen

chickasaw

This new range of guest towels has the same fabric construction as the Waikiki collection but features a new 
design with three central stripes on a desert or sage background.

Available in 1 size
Colors: desert and sage
100% linen

RugS
The ellen Stripe

The Ellen Stripe rug was named after the lovely model from this summer’s photo shoot.
The bold oyster stripes have a sage background. The slightly chunkier construction than that of previous 
rug collections makes it even more comfortable to sit and walk on.

Available in 5 sizes
100% linen



acceSSoRieS
The Belgian Towel

The Belgian Towel is back for the 2016 summer. The past designs have proven this item to be one of the most 
versatile in Libeco’s entire collection. Whether it’s used as a beach or bath towel, as a throw or in any other way, 
it remains a favorite.

This season there are two new colorways.
The desert stripe: a desert ground in different constructions, with random oyster stripes and fringes at both ends.
The sage stripe: a sage border at both ends of the oyster towel with various constructions, finished with a fringe.

Available as fouta and guest towel in 5 designs
New colors: desert stripe, sage stripe
100% washed linen

alabama

This collection is all about texture – it is the typical slubby linen of times gone by. A plain weave construction and 
a washed finish add to the natural feeling. The three solid colors – natural, oyster and dark sage – are subtle and 
have a calming element to them.

The pillow covers are seamed on the front and finished with a zipper and the trim detail. They combine nicely 
with the Alabama table linen.

Available as pillow covers in various sizes: 20x20”, 25x25” and 15.7x31”
100% washed linen

The louisiana Stripe

The Louisiana Stripe collection is also available as bags to match our new coverlet and shams. But even without 
the coverlet, the desert stripe on these bags catches the eye and will lighten up your summer.

Available as shoulder sac, cosmetic bag, carryall
100% linen


